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DEFINITION, NATURE AND 

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ENTREPRENEUR

HISTORY:

➢The word ‘entrepreneur' is derived from the French 
word ‘entreprendre’ which means ‘to undertake’. 

➢ In the early 16th century the French men who organised 
and led military expeditions were referred to as 
‘entrepreneur'. 

➢After 1700, the term was applied to other types of 
adventures, mainly civil engineering like constructions of 
roads etc.



DEFINITION

• J.B.SAY: Another Frenchman, who expanded 
Cantillon’s ideas and conceptualised the entrepreneur as 
“an organiser of the business firm, central to its 
distributive and productive functions”.

• E.E.HAGEN: The entrepreneur is an economic 
man,who tries to maximise his profits by innovations.

• :GALBRAITH ‘People are poor because they prefer in 
that way’. An entrepreneur must accept the challenge 
and should be willing hard to achieve something.



Who is an Entrepreneur............



Entrepreneur is any person that continuously  

seeks and acts upon opportunities for  

economic and or social gains through applying  

the principle of creative problem solving.



Entrepreneurship

The process whereby an Individual or

Group of individuals use organized  

efforts to pursue innovative business 

opportunities



CHARACTERISTICS OF AN 

ENTREPRENEUR

1. Calculated Risk-taker

2. Innovator

3. Organiser

4. Creative

5. Achievement Motivated

6. Technically Competent

7. Self-confident

8. Socially Responsible

9. Optimistic

10. Equipped with Capability to drive



11. Blessed with Mental Ability

12.Human Relations Ability

13.Communication Ability

14.Decision-Making

15.Business Planning

16.A venture Capitalist

17.Visionary

18.Entrepreneur make significant differences

19.Ability to Spot and Exploit Opportunities

20.Courage to Face Adversities

21.Leadership---An  essential trait of the entrepreneur



The Entrepreneur

The opportunity-seeker The project championThe inventor

The person who realizes the  

opportunity and is determined to  

engage it

The person who makes  

things happen

The originator of  

the product or  

concept

The idea Identifying  

the   

opportunity

Matching the

idea to the

opportunity

Exploiting  the   

opportunity  to 

build  

something  of

value



TYPES OF ENTREPRENEUR

1. According to the Type of Business
i. Business entrepreneur: Business entrepreneurs are those 

entrepreneurs who conceive the idea of a new product or service 
and then translate their ideas into reality.

ii. Trading  entrepreneur: As the very  name indicates trading 
entrepreneur is concerned with trading activities and not 
manufacturing.

iii. Industrial entrepreneur: As the very name indicates, an 
industrial entrepreneur is one who sets up an industrial unit.

iv. Corporate entrepreneur: Corporate entrepreneur is the one who 
plans, develops and manages a corporate body.

v. Agricultural entrepreneur: Agricultural  entrepreneur is the one 
who is engaged in the agricultural activities.



2.  According to Motivation

i. Pure entrepreneur: Pure  entrepreneur is one who may or 

may not possess an aptitude for entrepreneurship but is 

tempted by the monetary rewards or profits to be earned 

from the business venture.

ii. Induced entrepreneur: Induced entrepreneur is attracted by 

the various incentives, subsidies and facilities offered by the 

government.



3.According to the Use of Technology

i. Technical entrepreneur: The strength of a technical 

entrepreneur is in his skill in production techniques. He  

concentrates more on production than on marketing.

ii. Non-technical entrepreneur: Unlike technical entrepreneur, 

non-technical entrepreneur  is not concerned with the 

technical aspect of the product rather he spends more time in 

developing alternative strategies of the marketing and 

distribution to promote his business.

iii. Professional entrepreneur: Professional entrepreneur means 

an entrepreneur who is interested in floating a business but 

does not want to manage or operate it.



4.According to stages of Development

i. First generation entrepreneur: First generation entrepreneur 

are those entrepreneur who do not possess any 

entrepreneurial background.

ii. Second generation entrepreneur: Second generation 

entrepreneur are those entrepreneurs who inherit the family 

business firms and pass it from one generation to another.

iii. Classical entrepreneur: A classical entrepreneur is a 

stereotype entrepreneur whose aim is to maximize his 

economic returns at a level consistent with the survival of the 

unit but with or without an element of growth.



5.Classification Given by Danhof

i. Innovating entrepreneur: Innovative entrepreneurs are generally 
aggressive and possess the art of cleverly putting the attractive 
possibilities into practice.

ii. Imitative entrepreneurs: Imitative entrepreneurs are 
characterised by readiness to adopt successful innovations 
inaugurated by successful innovating entrepreneurs.

iii. Fabian entrepreneur: Fabian entrepreneurs are cautions and 
skeptical in experimenting change in their enterprises. Such 
entrepreneurs are shy, lazy and lethargic.

iv. Drone  entrepreneur: Drone entrepreneurs are characterised by 
a refusal to adopt opportunities to make changes in production 
formulae even at the cost of severely reduced returns.



6.According to Capital ownership

i. Private entrepreneur: When an individual or a group of 

individuals set up an enterprise, arrange finance, bear the risk 

and adopt the latest techniques in the  business with the 

intention to earn profits, he or the group is called as private 

entrepreneur/entrepreneurs.

ii. State entrepreneur: As the name indicates, state entrepreneur 

means the trading or industrial venture undertaken by the 

state or the government itself.

iii. Joint entrepreneur: Joint entrepreneur means the 

combination of private entrepreneur and state entrepreneur 

who join hands.



7 According to Gender and Age

i. Man entrepreneur

ii. Woman entrepreneur

iii. Young entrepreneur

iv. Old entrepreneur

v. Middle-aged entrepreneur



8.According to Area

i. Urban entrepreneur

ii. Rural entrepreneur



9.According to Scale

i. Large scale industry entrepreneur

ii. Medium scale industry entrepreneur

iii. Small scale industry entrepreneur

iv. Tiny industry entrepreneur



FUNCTIONS OF AN ENTREPRENEUR

There has been a great deal of confusion and contradiction in 

literature on the functions of an entrepreneur.

FUNCTIONS

1. Innovation: J.Schumpeter has made substantial contribution to 

the literature of entrepreneurship. The process of innovations 

may be in the form of:

a) Introduction of a new product.

b) Use of new methods of production.

c) Opening of a new market.

d) The conquest of new source of supply of raw material.

e) A new form of organisation.



2. Risk-taking:  Richard Cantillon states that entrepreneur is an agent 

who buys means of production at certain prices and sells them at 

uncertain prices.

The entrepreneur performs the function of reducing uncertainty in 

his plan of investment and expansion of the enterprise.

J.B. Say also stresses risk-taking as the specific function of an 

entrepreneur.

3. Decision  Maker: Entrepreneur as a decision maker describes the 

following functions of an entrepreneur.

a) The determination of objectives of an enterprise and the change 

of those objectives as conditions required or made advantageous,

b) The development of an organisation including efficient relations  

with subordinates and all employees,

c) Securing adequate financial resources, the relations with existing 

and potential Investors, 

d) The acquisition of efficient technological equipment and the 

revision of it as new machinery appears,



e)The development of a market for the products and the devising 

of new products to meet or anticipate consumer’s demand,

f) The maintenance of good relations with public authorities and 

with society at large.

4. Organisation and Management: Marshall recognised

organisation and management of the enterprise as the important 

functions of an entrepreneur.

When the organisation grows bigger, the entrepreneur effectively 

delegates authority and finds responsibility at various levels of 

management. The network of decision making becomes more 

complex. 

The functions of organisation and management includes:

a) Planning of an enterprise,

b) Co-ordination, administration and control,

c) Routine type of supervision.



WORKING PROFILE OF ENTREPRENEUR

Characteristics

• Self-confidence

• Drive

• Task-result oriented

• Risk-taker

• Mental Ability

• Leadership

Traits
• Confidence, Independence, 

Optimism, Individuality.

• Responsibility,Vigour, Initiative, 
persistence, Ambition.

• Need for achievement, Profit-
oriented, Energy.

• Risk taking ability, Likes challenges.

• Overall intelligence(IQ),Creative 
thinking, Analytical thinking ability.

• Leadership behaviour, Gets 
alongwith others, Responsive to 
situations, Criticism.



• Human Relations Ability

• Originality

•Communication Ability

• Emotional stability, Healthy personal            

relations, Sociability, Tactfulness, 

Consideration.

•Innovative, Creative, Resourceful, 

knowledge.

•Perceptive, Foresight, Future oriented.



DISTINCTION BETWEEN AN 

ENTREPRENEUR  & A MANAGER

ENTREPRENEURS

1. Status: An entrepreneur is the 

owner of his enterprise. He 

makes his own investment and 

owns his business.

2. Target: The main target of an 

entrepreneur is to start his 

venture by setting up as a sole-

trader or firm or a company.

MANAGERS

1. Status: A manager is just an 

employee in the enterprise which 

is owned and run by 

entrepreneur.

2. Target: The main goal or 

motive of a manager is give his 

services to an enterprise set up by 

someone else i.e. an 

entrepreneur.



ENTREPRENEURS

3. Decision making: All of the 
policies and strategic decisions, like 
those comprising of expansion 
diversification, take-over etc are taken 
by the entrepreneur.

4.Rectification of wrong 
decisions: The wrong decisions 
taken by the entrepreneur may not 
be rectificable and may result in 
losses or even closure of the unit. 

MANAGERS

3. Decision making: While all 

those managerial, operational 

decisions which would have 

impact on the short-and medium-

term results are taken by the 

managers.

4. Rectification of wrong 

decisions: Whereas the wrong 

decisions taken by the managers 

can be amended and rectified by 

the entrepreneur.



ENTREPRENEURS

5. Innovations: An entrepreneur 
innovates and exploits his innovation 
commercially.

6. Risk bearing: An entrepreneur 
being the owner of his unit 
undertakes all risks and uncertainty 
of running his enterprise.

7. Skills: The skill expected from an 
entrepreneur is in the form of 
creativity, innovation, desire for high 
achievement, intuition etc.

MANAGERS

5. Innovations: A manager is 

merely an officer or an executive 

who is appointed for the promotion 

of the unit.

6. Risk bearing: A manager 

doesn’t bear any risk because he is 

paid fixed salary.

7. Skills: Whereas manger depends 

on public dealing abilities and 

conceptual abilities.



ENTREPRENEURS

8. Qualification: An entrepreneur 

doesn’t need to have distinct degree 

from a reputed university. 

9. Rewards: The reward of an 

entrepreneur is the profit earned by 

him.

MANAGERS

8. Qualification: On the other 

hand, a manager now a days need 

to possess degree in the stream of 

management theory and practice.

9. Rewards: A manager gets his 

monthly salary as his reward for the 

services rendered by him.



MANAGER VERSUS LEADER

Manager Characteristics

• Administers

• A copy

• Maintain

• Focus and systems and structure

• Relies on control

• Short-range view

• Asks how and when

• Eye on the bottomline

• Imitates

• Accepts the status quo

• Classic good soldier

• Does things right

Leader Characteristics

• Innovates

• An original

• Develops

• Focuses on people

• Inspires trust

• Long-range perspective

• Asks what and why

• Eye on the horizon

• Originates

• Challenges the status quo

• Own person

• Does the right thing



INTRAPRENEUR

The term ‘intrapreneur’ was coined in the United States of 

America in the late seventies.

Gifford Pinchot defined intrapreneurs as the persons who resigned 

from their well paid executive positions to launch their own 

ventures. Gifford devised the way by which such executives 

could be retained in the industry and their entrepreneurial urge 

was also satisfied by their bosses.

So a system was devised whereby such executives would operate as 

entrepreneurs with full independence and autonomy but within 

the organisation.



TIPS TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL 

ENTREPRENEUR

1. Acquire sufficient and all-round knowledge about an 

enterprise you intend to start.

2. Be conservative in calculating income and lavish in 

calculating expenditure.

3. Don’t expect quick and easy returns from your 

venture.

4. Be prepared for delegation of work when needed.

5. Take moderate risks; neither too high nor too low.



TIPS TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL 

ENTREPRENEUR

1. Plan systematically and march ahead step by step 

according to the plan to achieve your goal.

2. Time management is necessary to maximum 

utilisation of your resources.

3. Collect maximum information about your competitor 

on continuous basis.

4. Don’t avoid or run away from problems.

5. Take the help of experts and experienced persons or 

rntrepreneur,     when in doubt.



Conclusion

➢An entrepreneur performs various type of 

functions. 

➢He undertakes ‘calculated’ risks & confronts 

‘uncertainties’

➢Growth of his enterprise depends upon the 

way, he performs various functions like 

innovation, risk-taking, decision-making, 

organisation and management.



Problem solving Skill



• Problems are nothing but wake-up calls for creativity. – Gerhard
Gschwandtner



• Problem solving is the act of defining a problem; determining the cause
of the problem; identifying, prioritizing, and selecting alternatives for
a solution; and implementing a solution.

• There are two different types of problems: ill-defined and well-defined;
different approaches are used for each. Well-defined problems have specific
end goals and clearly expected solutions, while ill-defined problems do not.
Well-defined problems allow for more initial planning than ill-defined
problems



• A problem can be defined as a situation that prevents us from achieving the
goals we have set for ourselves. It can be anything from financial, personal to
work-related. Problems can arise anywhere, and any activity that helps to end
our problem results in problem-solving.

• Our capacity to develop solutions to problems defines our ability to have good
problem-solving skills. Problem-solving skills can be acquired through
various training programs and learning throughout the job tenure. It is a
practice that can make an individual more profound and proficient at their job.



• 1. Understanding the problem:

• To solve a problem, you need to understand what exactly gave rise to it. You
need to get to its root and try to pick out the main trigger of the problem.

• Try to pinpoint the affected areas and come up with the necessary solutions.



• 2. Devising solutions:

• After you have found out and dug deep into the root cause of your problem,
you need to devise a plan on how to tackle it. To be successful, you need to
curate a framework that is easy to understand for your team.

• A framework consists of all the potential solutions to the problem that you
and your employees face.



• 3. Evaluating solutions:

• Once you come up with all the necessary solutions, it comes down to
evaluating and selecting the best ones.

• Brainstorming sessions are essential to decide what solutions the team needs.
It will help the team meet great effectiveness. Such sessions also help the
team leaders get a different perspective from different team members within
the organization.



• 4. Implementing solutions:

• The final step of problem-solving is all about implementing the solutions
that you evaluated. But before implementing, try to scrutinize the solution
well so that there are no loopholes left and create more problems after
implementation.

• Further, monitor the status of the solution that you have decided to push
through. If it does not work well, try the other ones you have in hand and
search for positive results.



• 1. Being open-minded:

• Possibilities might be high that the leading cause of the problem that you are facing
is something else. So, you have to keep an open mind about accepting that the
actual reason is different from the one you thought at first, which provides you
with more options for answers and solutions.

• Being open-minded also gives you good leverage in understanding a more wide
range of problems. It also allows you to observe and notice the significant changes
in an organization, eventually affecting the long run.



• 2. Right attitude:
• Approaching the problems needs a strategy and the right attitude. If you do not

have the right idea and knowledge about what has given rise to the situation, then
you won’t be able to tackle it.

• You must keep your attitude positive about accepting how the situation came into
play and how you will implement the solutions.

• Try not to panic when you try to solve a problem. Instead, try to calm yourself,
organize a team meeting, and come up with clarifications about the situation. As a
leader, when you have the right and confident attitude, you can only expect a
positive response from your team, and you will be able to instill good morale.



• Being analytical:

• Good problem-solving abilities need excellent analytical skills. And to enhance
your analytical skills, you need to be more patient and observant about
everything going around in the organization.

• With time and practice, the analytical skills can be sharpened so that you can
tackle problems with much more authority and proper facts.

• This skill set is beneficial for both employers and employees as it will widen
your already acquired skills.



• 4. Asking the right questions:

• Now, this is one thing you need to be good at to pinpoint the direct cause of the
problem you are facing at work. And you can only get better at it with practice.

• Try to indulge yourself in solving problems often and asking the right questions to
help others in the team.

• When you become more proficient in it with time, you are more likely to ask valid
questions closer to the problem. And try not to focus more on the questions that
are more driven towards the problem. Rather try to question the solutions so that
the problem-solving process becomes manageable.



• 5. Get creative:
• Creativity has no boundaries, and it is one of the essential skills that one can

have. When you have that creative edge in your team, problem-solving becomes
much easier as creative thinkers can find suitable ways out of the box.

• Well, that can motivate you to get creative and come up with your new ideas. It
might not be easy, but it is a gradual process. You have to become more open to
ideas and benefit from the endless possibilities of being more creative.



• Identify and define the problem.

• Come up with possible solutions.

• Evaluate the options.

• Choose the best solution.

• Implement the solution.

• Evaluate the outcome.



Problem Solving Skills Examples

• No matter your career path, being an effective problem solver is beneficial for personal and
career growth. Here's a look at the skills you may use when solving a problem:

• Analysis

• Creativity

• Judgment

• Communication

• Organization

• Teamwork

• Evaluation



1. Analytical Skills

• Solving any problem starts with analyzing the issue — you have to go beyond the symptoms of
the problem to find the root cause.

• Being analytical can include a number of essential problem solving skills for marketers:

• Attention to detail

• Data collection

• Forecasting

• Research

• Fact-checking

• Historical analysis



2. Creativity

• Once you discover the true problem, you can come up with the ideal solution.

• Sometimes the solution to a problem is not always straight-forward, and can require creative thinking and other
points of view to be resolved.

• Creativity comes in many styles. Engineers can create innovative code, and writers can come up with new blog
styles. For marketing managers, creativity plays out in a number of problem solving skills:

• Brainstorming

• Curiosity

• Project design

• Project planning

• Editing the aesthetics of marketing materials

• Creating new promotional methods for products

• Planning and executing events



3. Judgment

• With dozens of solutions before you, how do you choose the best one? Through exercising sound judgment. Developing good
judgment lets you consider the nature of a problem, possible setbacks, costs and resources, decision makers, and how to implement
a solution. You can compare between options and select the solution that's right for each unique situation.

• As a marketing manager, you can showcase your judgment skills through:

• Critical thinking

• Deduction

• Prediction

• Decision-making

• Discussion

• Corroboration

• Test development

• Authenticity

• Leadership



4. Communication

• Communication skills are the foundation of problem solving and one of the top leadership skills. As a manager, you need to be able to articulate your
opinions, brainstorm with a colleague, and give feedback to a direct report. Being a good communicator also helps you relay your decision on a solution
and align everyone to tackle it together.

• Without specific problem solving communication skills, issues can't be resolved quickly and efficiently. That's why to be an effective leader and expert
problem solver, it's important to make sure you have the following communication skills:

• Active listening

• Patience

• Persuasion

• Negotiation

• Mediation

• Clarity of expression

• Public speaking

• Reading body language

• Verbal communication

• Written communication

• Building rapport



5. Organization

• Once you've chosen a solution to a problem and communicated it to your team, you still have to create a process to
carry out your plan. Organization skills help you implement the steps everyone needs to take, which can improve
alignment and efficiency.

• Setting up a strategy for your solution uses a number of problem solving skills including:

• Prioritization

• Initiative

• Project management

• Project planning

• Time management

• Meeting facilitation

• Recording and filing information

• Creating strategic schedules



6. Teamwork

• No marketing manager is an island. Teamwork is essential for working with others and contributing to a company's mission. It's necessary for exchanging ideas, delegating tasks, and working toward a solution.

• Even if your role is largely independent work, you still need teamwork to collaborate with colleagues in different departments and keep your goals on track. But as a marketer, your role usually involves interacting with multiple people (if not dozens) per day. So you
need to develop the skills that will make everyone want you on their team.

• Collaboration

• Delegation

• Giving and receiving feedback

• Goal setting

• Dependability

• Resource allocation

• Prioritizing tasks

• Setting expectations

• Assessing employee strengths and weaknesses

• Setting expectations

• Performance evaluation

• Identifying outcomes

• Trust

• Respect



7. Evaluation

• When problem solving, evaluation skills let you assess if a solution is working and help you make the necessary adjustments. These
are similar to analytical skills, but often require more patience and flexibility in case your strategy didn't go as planned. It's important
to know whether or not your plan is working as quickly as possible so you can pivot and try another solution.

• Data analysis

• Adaptability

• Creating and evaluating surveys

• Customer feedback

• Follow-through

• Troubleshooting

• Resilience

• Integrity

• Identifying patterns

• Open mindedness
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What E. D. means….

• Entrepreneurship development is the means of 

enhancing the knowledge and skill of 

entrepreneurs. 

• ED process helps new firms or ventures get better 

in achieving their goals, improve business and the 

nation’s economy. 

• Another essential feature is to improve the 

capacity to manage, develop, and build a business 

enterprise keeping in mind the risks related to it.



Process of E. D. – Six Steps 

1. Discover

2. Evaluation

3. Developing a plan

4. Resources

5. Managing the Entreprise

6. Harvesting



1. Discover 

 Any new process begins with fresh ideas and 

objectives, wherein the entrepreneur recognizes 

and analyzes business possibilities. 

 The analysis of opportunities is a risky task, 

and an entrepreneur looks out for inputs from 

other persons, including channel partners, 

employees, technical people, consumers, etc. to 

reach an ideal business opportunity.



2. Evaluation

 The evaluation of an opportunity can be done by 

asking several questions to oneself. 

 For instance, questions like whether it is worth 

taking a chance and investing in the idea, will it 

attract the consumer, what are the competitive 

advantages and the risk linked with it are asked. 

 A reasonable and sensible Entrepreneur will also 

analyze his skills and whether it matches his 

entrepreneurial objectives or not.



3. Developing a Plan 

 After the identification of an opportunity, 

an entrepreneur has to build a complete 

business plan. 

 It is the most important step for new 

business as it sets a standard and the 

assessment criteria and sees if an 

entreprise/ company is working towards 

the set goals.



4. Resources 

1. Finding “Resources” is next step in the 

process of entrepreneurial development.

2. Here, the entrepreneur identifies the 

source of finance and from where the 

human resource can be managed. 

3. In this step, the entrepreneur also tries to 

find investors for his new business.



5. Managing the Entreprise 

1. After the hiring process and funds are 

raised, now its time to start the operation 

to accomplish the desired goals. 

2. All the entrepreneurs will decide on the 

management structure that will be 

assigned to resolve the operational 

problems whenever it occurs.



6. Harvesting 

1. Harvesting is the last step in this 

process, where an entrepreneur 

determines the future growth and 

development of the business. 

2. Here, real-time development is 

compared with the projected growth, 

and then the business security or the 

extension is initiated accordingly.



Entrepreneurship  

Development  

Cycle (EDC)



Entrepreneurship Development 

Cycle

 Entrepreneurial development cycle is the

combination of all support activities and

assistance that are conducted and provided

continuously for the development

of entrepreneurship.

 It generates entrepreneurial awareness in the

community through well-planned publicity.

 It is a process of evolving one’s skills in a

systematic manner.



3-Phases of EDC



Simulatory Phase

Generating entrepreneurialawareness in the 

community   through well planned publicity. 

 Identifying and selecting entrepreneurs. 

Helping them through training to raise their motivational

level.

– Entrepreneurial Education.

– Planned publicity for entrepreneurial opportunities.

– Identification of potential entrepreneurs through scientific methods.

– Motivational training to new entrepreneurs.



Sustaining Phase

 Activities in this phase are all those that help the

entrepreneur in continuous, efficient and profitable

running of an enterprise.
 The sustaining activities may include:

– Help modernization

– Help diversification

– Help expansion

– Diagnostic industrial extension/consultancy source

– testing and improving services

– Need-based control facilities centre



Support Phase
This includes all such activities that help

entrepreneurs in establishing and running their

enterprises.

The activities in this phase may include:

– Registration of unit

– Arranging finance

– Providing land, shed, power, water etc

– Supply of raw materials

– Providing common facilities

– Help marketing product



 Finally, we can say that entrepreneurship

development cycle is the combination of overall

assistance that is provided for the development

of entrepreneurship.

 It starts with an entrepreneur who perceives an

opportunity, creates an organization to practice

it, assembles the required resources,

implements a practical plan, assumes the risks

and the rewards, all in a timely manner for all

involved.



Institutions promoting

entrepreneurship

 Training and Education
 Incubation support
 Grants and funding
 Markets and linking
 Networking



Institutions promoting

entrepreneurship

The institutes which are involved in  entrepreneurship 

development, research and training are:

– National Institute of Small Industry Extension Training (NISIET), 

Hyderabad

– National Institute for Micro, Small and medium Enterprises

– Rural Self Employment Training Institutes (M/o RD)

– Entrepreneur Development Institute (EDI), Ahmedabad

– National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small Business 

Development  (NIESBUD), Noida

– Indian Institute of Entrepreneurship (IIE), Guwahati



Institutions promoting entrepreneurship:

Supporting Institutions

– Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI)

– Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI)

– Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India

(ICICI)

– State Financial Corporations (SFC)

– National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development 

(NABARD)

– Nationalised Banks

– Cooperative banks .
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Institutional Support for 
Entrepreneurship 

Development



Institutional support plays a catalytic 

role in promoting entrepreneurship  

among Micro, Small, and Medium 

Enterprises (MSME).  

The incentives motivate entrepreneurs 

to set-up industries  (Start-ups)



The Institutions providing support to 

MSME sectors are grouped into three 

categories

1. National Level Institutions

2. State Level Institutions

3. Fund based Institutions



National Level Institutions

1. Small Scale Industries Board (SSIB)

2. Small Industries Development 

Organisation (SIDO)

3. National Small Industries Corporation 

(NSIC) Ltd.

4. Khadi & Village Industries Corporation 

(KVIC)

5. Training Institutes



Small Scale Industries Board

1. SSIB is the Apex non-statutory 
advisory body constituted by Govt. of  
India to render advice on all issues 
pertaining to SSIs (Small Scale 
Industries)

2. SSIB  was first constituted in 1954

3. Its term is for 2 years.

4. Union Minster of  Industries is the 
chairman of  SSIB.  



Small Industries Development 
Organisation (SIDO)

1. Office of  the Development Commissioner 
of  Small Scale Industries is also known as 
SIDO

2. Established in 1954

3. The objective is to assist the Industry 
Minister in  formulating, coordinating, 
implementing and monitoring the 
programmes and policies for the 
promotion and development of  SSIs

4. Every state has one operational Small 
Industries Service Institutions (SISIs)



National Small Industries Corporation 
(NSIC) Ltd.

1. Set-up in 1955 to promote, helping and fostering 
the growth of SSIs in the country

2. NSICs  assist through the following schemes

 Composite Term Loan scheme

 Higher Purchase scheme

 Equipment leasing

 Working capital finance

 Integrated marketing support

 Technology up gradation

 Software Technology Parks

 Export promotion/ assistance 



Khadi & Village Industries Corporation 
(KVIC)

1. KVIC is a statutory body created by an Act of 

Parliament in April 1957

2. KVIC is mandated to do the planning, 

promotion, organisation and implementation of 

programmes for the development of khadi and 

other village/ rural industries



State Level Institutions

1. State Small Industrial Development 
Corporations

2. State Directorate of Industries

3. District Industries Centers



State Small Industrial Development 
Corporations (SSIDCs)

1. Incorporated under the Companies Act 1956, SSIDCs were set 
up in different  states as wholly owned companies for 
promoting industrial development in their respective states

2. Main functions

 Providing Term finance to all Small, medium and large 
industrial enterprises set up in the state

 Undertaking feasibilities studies, market surveys and 
motivating  private entrepreneurs to set up their industrial 
ventures in their state

 Collaborating with Private entrepreneurs to set up industrial 
ventures in joint ants assisted sector

 Implementing schemes of IDBI such as Seed capital in the 
state



State Directorate of Industries

1. Under the Constitutional mandate, promotion and development 
of SSIs is a state subject. Therefore, the primary responsibility 
for implementation of programmes and policies of assistance 
rests with the State Directorates of Industries.

2. It performs both, a regulatory and developmental functions 
through a network of DICs

3. Main functions of Directorate
 Registration of  small scale units
 Providing financial assistance
 Distributing scarce and indigenous raw materials to industrial units 
 Developing industrial infrastructure
 Overall administration of village and SSIs
 Maintaining liaison with other agencies for industrial development



District Industries Centers

1. Launched in 1978  to provide integrated administrative framework 
for promotion of SSIs and cottage industries in rural areas

2. Focal point for providing all the service support to SSICs and 
village industries under one roof

3. DICs serve as  integrated administrative framework at the district 
level for industrial development. 

 Conducts surveys to assess the industrial potential of a district keeping in view 

the availability of raw material, human resources, infrastructure and demand, 
etc.

 Prepares Action Plan for industrial development

 Appraisal  of various investment proposals 

 Facilitate in buying appropriate plant and machinery, equipment and raw 
material

 Maintain links with R&D institutions

 Conducts skill based training programmes for self employment of educated 

unemployed youth



Industrial Estates

1. An Industrial Estate is a dedicated tract of land which is developed 
according to a comprehensive plan for industrial development on a 
priority basis in a state .

2. It is instrumental in promoting a ‘Community of Industrial 
Enterprises'’

3. Objectives of Industrial Estates

 To provide required infrastructure for establishment of 
industries such as roads, transportation, electricity, water 
connections, etc.

 To help in development of small, medium and even large 
industries as per the comprehensive plan

 Creating a conducive environment through special packages 
aimed at attracting investment for industrial development



Fund Based Institutions

1. Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI)

2. Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI)

3. Industrial Finance Corporation of India (IFCI) 

4. Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India 
(ICICI)

5. State Financial Corporations (SFC)

6. NABARD

7. Export-Import Bank of India

8. Commercial Banks & Regional Rural Banks (RRBs)



Industrial Development Bank of India 
(IDBI)

 IDBI was established in 1964 by Govt. of India  under an 
Act of Parliament as the Principal Financial Institution.

Main functions:

 Provide financial assistance to SSIs/ MSMEs

 Constituted ‘National Equity Fund’ to support tiny and micro 
units engaged in manufacturing activities

 Introduced ‘Single Window assistance schemes for grant of Term 
loans and Working capital assistance to tiny and small units

 It has also set-up ‘Voluntary Executive Corporation Cell’ to utilise 
the services of  Experts  & Professionals for consultancy support



Small Industries Development Bank of 

India (SIDBI)

 SIDBI was established in 1989 as a subsidiary of IDBI

Main functions are
• Promote small scale industries in semi-urban areas to create 

more employment opportunities

• To undertake technological upgradation and modernisation of 
existing SSIs

• To extend  Seed capital or soft loans under National Equity 
Fund/ Mahila Udyami Nidhi Scheme

• To grant direct assistance and refinance for export units of SSIs

• To provide financial assistance to Institutes, Organisations for 
undertaking Entrepreneurship Development Programmes



Industrial Finance Corporation of India 

(IFCI)

IFCI was by Govt. of India under the IFCI Act  in 
1948  

Main functions are
• Provide financial assistance  primarily to large 

industries

• Extends financial assistance to the entrepreneurs 
through Rupee and foreign currency

• Direct subscriptions to shares, debentures and 
guarantees

• Extends financial facilities like equipment 
procurements/ financing/ leasing/ hire-purchase



Industrial Credit and Investment 

Corporation of India (ICICI)

 ICICI was by Govt. of India under the Companies Act  in 
1955 with the objective  of providing financial assistance to 
Small and Medium scale industries

Main functions are
• Small scale industrial units are the major beneficiaries of 

ICICI assistance

• Extends financial assistance to the entrepreneurs through 
Rupee and foreign currency loans

• Financial facilities such as deferred credit, leasing credit , 
Asset credit and Venture credit

• Provide guarantees for loans from other private 
investment



State Financial Corporations (SFC)

 SFCs established  by Govt. of India under State Financial 
Corporations Act in 1951. 

 First SFC established in Punjab in 1953

Main functions are

• To advance Term Loans to small and medium scale units; 
payable within a period not exceeding 20 years

• Subscribes to debentures floated by industrial concerns. 

• A debenture is a bond issued with no collateral. Instead, investors 
rely upon the general creditworthiness and reputation of the 
issuing entity to obtain a return of their investment plus interest 
income. 

• Also provide financial assistance to Road transport operators, 
Tour operators, Hoteliers, Hospitals & Nursing homes, etc.



National Bank for Agriculture & Rural 

Development (NABARD)
 Set up by Govt. of India as  Apex Bank for  financing the credit 

requirements of Agriculture sector

 Mission:  Catalysing upliftment of rural masses and improve their 
economic conditions and quality of life

 Main functions are

• Acts as a refinancing institution and advances loans to agriculture based 
small scale industries, cottage and village industries

• Provides financial assistance to handicrafts sector, rural artisans, 
agriculturists, farmers and entrepreneurs engaged in allied non-farm 
activities

• Provide short term, medium term and long term loans to RRBs, 
Cooperative Banks, and other financial institutions promoting 
integrated rural development

• Undertakes entrepreneurial development programmes, skill 
upgradation programmes for tiny, small & medium scale entrepreneurs



NABARD : Innovative initiatives

Micro finance programmes

Natural Resource management initiatives

 Empowerment of Rural Women thru micro credit, micro 
enterprises and SHGs

 Creation of special fund for supporting innovations in 
neglected sectors

 Creation of millions of rural employment opportunities 
thru initiatives like Cluster development, and rural 
entrepreneurship development programmes

 Construction of rural infrastructures like roads, bridges 
and rural haats



Export-Import Bank of India

 EXIM Bank was established by Govt. of India in  1982. 

Main functions are
• Advance financial assistance to exporters and Importers of 

goods and services 

• Provides financial assistance to Handicrafts sector, Rural 
artisans, Agriculturists, Farmers and Entrepreneurs engaged 
in allied non-farm activities

• Provide short term, medium term and long term loans to 
RRBs, Cooperative Banks, and other financial institutions 
promoting integrated rural development

• Undertakes entrepreneurial development programmes, Skill 
upgradation programmes for tiny, small & medium scale 
entrepreneurs



Commercial Banks & Regional Rural Banks 

These banks provide finance in the form of Term Loan 

or working capital

Under ‘Lead Bank Scheme’  one scheduled bank is 

identified  to intensify development activities

 Introduction of ‘Credit Guarantee Scheme’ in 1969 

boosted financial assistance to SSIs from Commercial 

banks 

• Provide liberal credit facilities to identified priority 

sectors such as agriculture, agro-based industries, small 

scale industries

• One of the key feature id timely and adequate credit at 

low interest rates



Training Institutes

1. National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small 

Business Development (NIESBUD), New Delhi

2. National Institute of Small Industry  Extension Training 

Institute (NISIET),Hyderabad 

3. National Institute of Micro, Small & Medium 

Enterprises (NIMSME), Hyderabad

4.Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII), 

Ahmedabad

5. Rural Development & Self Employment Training 

Institute (RUDSETI),  Urje (Karnataka)



National Institute for Entrepreneurship and Small 

Business Development (NIESBUD)

An apex body established by  Ministry of Labour, Govt. of 
India for coordinating and overseeing  the activities of 
various institutes, agencies involved in entrepreneurship 
development activities  ( for SSIs)  in the country.

Mandate of NIESBUD

 Evolve model syllabus for training various groups

 Providing effective training strategies, methodology, manuals, 
tools, etc.

 Facilitating and supporting Central and State Government 
Institutions for executing programmes for E. D.

 Conducting training programmes for Master Trainers, Motivators 
& Entrepreneurs



National Institute of Small Industry  Extension 

Training Institute (NISIET),Hyderabad

Established  under Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of 

India as a Centre of Excellence for promoting small 

business enterprises (SSIs)

Provide  training, consultancy, research and education to 

extension and information services

Creating a pro-business environment and encourages  

budding small entrepreneurs (MSME sector)   



National Institute of Micro, Small & Medium 

Enterprises (NIMSME), Hyderabad)

 Set up in 1956 to develop manpower required for running 
small scale industries

This is a premier institute facilitating  the development of 
small industries and small business training

Mandate of NIESBUD
 Conducts short term courses in business management, industry 

management, and export management

 Providing consultancy services  to the small and medium scale 
entrepreneurs

 Conducts Entrepreneurial Development Training programmes  
and Management Development Training programmes



Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India 

(EDII), Ahmedabad

Established in 1983

 It is a principal resource centre with special responsibility 

for the promotion of E.D.

Established as an Autonomous, Non-profit institution 

sponsored by All India Financial Institution namely 

IDBI, IFCI, ICICI 



Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India 

(EDII), Ahmedabad

Main functions are
 Accelerate the process of E.D.

 Conduct  Training of Trainers for the officers of promotional 
agencies, banks and trainer-motivators of IEDs, CEDs and NGOs

 Conduct EDPs

 Provide professional assistance of  various institutions  for their 
EDPs

 Conduct Workshops, Seminars, Conferences to promote ED

 Act as national resource institution committed to investment 
promotion entrepreneurship education, training and research



Conclusion
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Kao’s  Conceptual model

• It is also known a ECO Analysis/ framework

– Entrepreneurship

– Creativity

– Organisation





• According to this model, entrepreneurship is
an outcome of interaction between three
elements; viz.
– The Person:

– The Task:

– The  Organizational context.



The Person (i. e the entrepreneur and team members) is the most
important element as it is the people who create an enterprise
through their efforts. Hence, their personality, skills, motivation,
etc. are critical for the success of the venture.

The task refers to the activities undertaken by the group
or organization. These are in turn influenced by
organizational strategy and external environment. Tasks
can include perceiving opportunities, collecting and
allocating resources, finding out and creating market
opportunities, etc.

The organizational context, lastly, refers to setting in

which activities take place. This includes

organizational structure, culture, systems, policies,

etc. and significantly effect entrepreneurial outcomes.



Kao’s model
• Entrepreneurial Personality: The overall success of a new

venture largely depends upon the skill, qualities, traits and
determination of the entrepreneur.

• Entrepreneurial Task: It is a role played by entrepreneur in
an enterprise. The major task of the entrepreneur is to
recognize and exploit opportunities.

• Entrepreneurial Environment: It involves the availability of
resources, infrastructure, competitive pressures, social
values, rules and regulations, stage of technology etc.

• Organisational Context: It is the immediate setting in which
creative and entrepreneurial work takes place. It involves
the structure, rules, policies, culture, human resource
system, communication system. 



� All these key elements are embedded within the
external environment which is the outside world.

It comprises of resources, infrastructure, laws and
regulations, policies and technology.

The environment significantly influences the enterprise
and is effected in turn.

A successful entrepreneur adapts himself to the
changing environment.



Conclusion

� Models of Entrepreneurship
Development are nothing but a
framework for understanding  and
promoting the process of E.D.

� They are consistent with different
theories of entrepreneurship

� Encouraging potential
entrepreneurs for starting an
enterprise through knowledge and
skill upgradation
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Entrepreneurial Leadership



Beginner’s
  Mind



Why Become An Entrepreneur?

▪ Satisfaction
▪ Autonomy
▪ Flexibility
▪ Greater control over lives



Entrepreneurial Behaviors

• Comfort whileinteracting
with  customers, employees
and  investors

• Curiosity
• Creativity
• Innovation



Different meanings of leadership

• Getting others to follow
• Use of authority in decision-

making
• A personal characteristic
• An ability to achieve effective

performance in others



Leadership is..

� Do the right things
� Having a telescopic

vision



Leadership is..

� Influence
� Relationshi
� Real Change
� Shared Purpose



Leadership: Simple Definition
• Leadership is the art of motivating a

group of people to act towards
achieving a common goal

• Leadership is a phenomena of
influencing, guiding and directing the
energies and thinking of a group of
individuals towards a pre-determined goal

• Leadership is a relationship through
which one person  influences the
behaviour  or actions of other people



Leadership perspectives

• Traditional view
� Command &

Control
� Decision-making

• Modern view
❖ Inspiration
❖ Creating a vision
❖ Building effective

teams



Leadership in modern business

• Changing organisational structures
� Flatter + greater delegation
� Teamwork + focus on quality assurance
� Coaching, support & empowerment

• Rapid environmental change
o Change is becoming a constant feature

of  business life
o Soft skills of leadership & management

increasingly important



Role of strategic leadership

• Strategic leaders are the people
who  influence or control the
Corporate  strategy of a business

• Often personally identified with
the  strategy

• Occurs both in small firms (e.g.
the  founder) as well as large
corporates/ MNCs



How strategic leadership is demonstrated

Where the
leader  weighs
up the
options and
decides

Where the leader
is  the
embodiment of
the strategy, but
not  involved day-
to-day

Where leaders
set  the vision
and core
beliefs

Where leaders
take  direct
control

Leadership
as
command

Leadership
as vision

Leadership
as

decision-
making

Leadership
as

symbolic



Leadership as command & vision

• I believe we have lacked
accountability and
leadership to align and
direct the company
through these disruptive
times.

• We had a series of  misses.
We haven’t been
delivering innovation fast
enough. We’re not
collaborating internally.

• Nokia, our platform is
burning.

Stephen
Elop  CEO,
Nokia



Leadership as symbolic



Leadership or Management?

Leaders
� Inspire people
� Build relationships

Take risks
� Have followers

• Managers
• Enact the plan

•  Use their authority
• Manage risks
• Have subordinates

In reality, both are closely linked



What is a leadership style?

� The way that the
functions  of leadership
are carried  out

� The way that a leader
behaves



Everyone has their own style



Broad classifications of leadership style

Authoritarian Paternalistic

Democratic Laissez-
faire



Authoritarian

• Focus of power is with the
manager

• Communication is top-
down &  one-way

• Formal systems of
command  & control

• Use of rewards & penalties
• Very little delegation



Paternalistic

• Leader decides what is best for
employees

• Links with Mayo – addressing
employee  needs

• Akin to a parent/child relationship
• Still little delegation
• A softer form of authoritarian

leadership



Democratic
• Focus of power is more with the group

as a  whole
• Leadership functions are shared within

the  group
• Employees have greater involvement in

decision-making
• Emphasis on delegation and

consultation
• A trade-off between speed of decision-

making and better motivation and



Laissez-faire

• Leader has little input into day-to-
day  decision-making

• Conscious decision to delegate
power

• Managers / employees have
freedom to  do what they think is
best

• Effective when staff are ready and
willing to take on responsibility
N t th bdi ti



Why move away from autocratic
leadership?

• Changes in society’s values
• Better educated workforce
• Focus on need for soft HR skills
• Changing workplace

organisation
• Greater workplace legislation
• Pressure for greater employee

involvement



• Personal value
systems

• Manager’s experience

• Confidence in

subordinates

• Feelings of security

• Nature of the business
problems

• Type of organisation
(size, structure)

• Effectiveness of
teams  and groups

• Skills and
experience  of
subordinates

• Pressure (time,
costs)

Factors affecting leadership style



Which leadership style is best?

• Many alternative forms & styles
• Right leader for the right situation

– Autocratic makes more sense when
business is  in trouble (e.g. rapid
turnaround)

– Autocratic would be inappropriate
where  performance is highly
dependent on effective  team-working
& decentralised operation

– Stage of business: Start-up vs
established & complex



Five essential qualities of a leader

1 Courage
2 Confidence
3 Concentration
4 Passion
5 Values



Six tasks of Leaders
� Be clear about what change is required
� Turn ideas into action points and

motivate others to act on them
� Win commitment based on honest,

realistic, two-way discussion
� Create a climate of learning, so people

know it is safe to make mistakes
� Keep going – persistence is vital
� Learn from experiences and mistakes



Leadership tasks of the MD

• Create the vision, based on an
understanding of SWOT

• Form the team and a structure
that  will help achieve business
goals

• Decide key business and personnel
policies

• Manage rewards and discipline



Leadership and business change

Successful management of
change requires positive

action from top
management  and a

leadership style that  gains
a commitment to  change



“Change leaders”

• Effective, open communication of
the reasons for change

• Championing innovation and
creativity as a response to change

• Setting a good personal example

Effective change management
involves…



Leadership quotes (1)

Management is
doing things right;

Leadership is
doing  the right

things

Peter Drucker



Leadership quotes (2)

"How do you know you
have  won? When the
energy is  coming the
other way and  when

your people are visibly
growing individually and

as a  group."

Sir John Harvey-Jones



Leadership quotes (3)

""Management is
efficiency  in climbing
the ladder of  success;
leadership  determines
whether the  ladder is

leaning against the
right wall."

Stephen R Covey



Entrepreneur Leadership
Qualities

� Seeking self-improvement
� Possessing technical skills
� Accepting responsibility for

actions
� Making decisions
� Being a role model



Entrepreneur Risks

❖ The first risk that an
entrepreneur faces is the market
risk

❖ The second risk is the credibility
risk

❖ The third risk is the investor risk
❖ The fourth risk is taking a

consultant and an expert in  the
field



Entrepreneur Leadership
Decision  Process

▪ Entrepreneur will be able to deal
with obstacles.

▪ Establish decision making criteria.
▪ Entrepreneur have any quantitative

evidence.
▪ List pros and cons for each choice.
▪ Entrepreneur have overwhelming

anecdotal evidence.



“The challenge of leadership

for E.D. is to be strong, but

not rude;

be kind, but not weak;

be bold, but not a bully;

be thoughtful, but not lazy;

be humble, but not timid;

be proud, but not arrogant;

have humor, but not folly”.

Entrepreneurial Leadership
Why would People Follow You?



Successful Indian Entrepreneurs
Azim Premzi, (1947) Chairman of Wipro group of
companies

Brijmohan Lall Munjal (1923- ), founder of The Hero
Group, which  owns Hero Motors

Ghanshyam Das Birla (1894–1983), prominent member
of the Birla  family

J. C. Mahindra, co-founder of the Mahindra Group
J.R.D. Tata, founder of Air India and Chairman of the
Tata Group for 52  years.

K. C. Mahindra, co-founder of the Mahindra Group
Karsanbhai Patel (1945- ), founder of the Nirma Group
Kasturbhai Lalbhai (1894–1980), textile baron, founder
of Arvind Mills

Sabeer Bhatia (1968- ), co-founder of Hotmail
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Who is an Entrepreneur?

� An Entrepreneur is a person who
creates/ organizes and manages a
business undertaking, assuming the
risk & uncertainties for the sake of
profit and growth.

� Any person who starts and operates
a new business is an entrepreneur.



ENTREPRENEUR: Essential Qualities

� Innovative thinking and farsightedness.
� Quick and effective decision making skill.

� Ability to mobilise and marshal
resources.

� Strong determination & self confidence.
� Preparedness to take risks.
� Accepting changes in right time.
� Access and alertness to latest scientific

& technological information.



Major Aspects of
Entrepreneurship

1.The identification of market
opportunity & the generation of a
business idea (product  or service) to
address the opportunity.



Major Aspects of Entrepreneurship

2. The gathering and commitment
of  resources in the face of risk
to pursue the  opportunity



Major Aspects of
Entrepreneurship

3. The creation of an operating
business  organization to
implement the opportunity-
motivated business idea



Successful Entrepreneurs
■ Drive

■ Thinking Ability that encompasses

creativity,  critical thinking,

analytical abilities and originality

■ Aptitude for Human Relations

■ Communication Skills

■ Technical Ability



Advantages of Successful Entrepreneurship

■ You are your own boss

■ Enjoy the profits from you
efforts

■ Sense of pride in your
business

■ Flexibility in your work
schedule



Opportunity Analysis
• It is the process by which an

entrepreneur  identify an opportunity
or senses an opportunity.

• An opportunity is a viable business
idea which is technologically feasible
and economically viable.

• An entrepreneur undertakes a SWOT
analysis.



Stages in Opportunity Analysis

• Stage-I: Scanning of business environment

• Stage-II: Shortlisting of opportunities

• Stage-III: Finalising selection of product/ service



Stage-I: Scanning of business
environment

� Generate as many ideas as possible
• By participating in Trade fairs/ exhibitions
• By discussion with friends, relatives, business,

industrialists and persons associate with trade,
commerce & industries

• By contacting promotional agencies like DIC, MSMEs,
ED institutes, SIDCs, Chambers of Commerce &
Industries

• Generating project ideas from technical consultancy
cells of Commercial banks, industrial houses and
vendor dev. Cells

• Internet browsing
• Foreign visits/ exposure



Stage-II: Shortlisting of opportunity
� Unlimited opportunities exists in a

business environment
� Do a SWOT analysis
� Zero-in on one product/ service at a time
� Assess its techno-economic viability
� Discuss with bankers/ State financial

institutions for their views/ assessment
� Before final decision, check product/

service related factors like demand/gap,
stability, growth, marketability, etc.



Stage-III: Finalisation of a product/
service

� Assess the final p/s on the following
parameters
• Total Investment required
• ROI (Return on Investment)
• ROE (Return on Equity)
• Likely volume of sales
• Profits and profitability
• Future expansion/ scalability



Entrepreneurs select a product/ Service
on the following basis

• Based on their own experience
• Based on expansion or diversification plans
• A readymade demand  (Market Need-Gap analysis)
• Select a product whose import is banned due to

some reasons
• Select product line guided by changes in industrial

policy
• Insider information about a product line as a result of

a Govt. Committee Report/ Recommendations
• After attending an EDP training



How to Select the Right Opportunity

Step 1: Identify Your Business and
Personal  Goals

Step 2: Research Your Favourite
Industries
Step 3: Identify Promising Industry
Segments
Step 4: Identify Problem Areas and
Brainstorm

Solutions
Step 5: Compare Possible Solutions with

Your  Objectives and Opportunities
i h M k l



Characteristics of the “IDEAL” Business

■ Requires no investment
■ Has a recognized, measurable

market
■ A perceived need for the product

or service
■ A dependable source of supply

for the required  inputs
■ Requires no labour force
■ Provides 100% gross margin
■ Buyers purchase frequently



Marketing
Potential and

prospects



Focus for Successful Marketing

■ 4 P’s of Marketing Mix: Product, Price, Place,
Promotion

■ NPD (New Product Development)

■ USP (Unique Selling Proposition)

■ Push Vs Pull Strategy

■ STP-Segmentation, Targeting, Positioning



Finance Issues

■ Debt-Equity Ratio:The debt-equity ratio is a
measure of the relative contribution of the creditors and
shareholders or owners in the capital employed in business.
Simply stated, ratio of the total long
term debt and equity capital in the business is called the debt-
equity ratio.

■ Taking fund from VC, Loan or
Equity

■ Working Capital Issues- Study on
SMEs




